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And Verifying They Were
Done Right!



Upon the entry of the order, the person for purposes
of the law shall be deemed not to have been
previously convicted, arrested, cited or charged....
ORS § 137.225

What is a Set
Aside in Oregon

Firearm Rights?1

Immigration?

3

2

Records and Background Checks?



Senate Bill 397 
ORS 137.225

Eligibility is a Tiered System

B-Felony non-person crimes 

Multiple Crimes don’t affect calculation
anymore

Incarceration Time Matters

1
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Effective January 1, 2022

“years from the date of conviction or the release 
of the person from imprisonment for the conviction 
sought to be set aside, whichever is later” ORS § 137.225

Delivery



Senate Bill 397 
ORS 137.225

Gray Areas

Arrests were a Complete Mistake

Contempt is Eligible
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Effective January 1, 2022

Arrests are probably not eligible until a conviction would have been!

C and B felony (drug) crimes that can be reduced.

Andy Simrin clearly established this in case law, and now it is codified. 



Liberal
Granting

If the person is otherwise eligible for relief under this section, the
court shall grant the motion and enter an order as described in
paragraph (b) of this subsection unless the court makes written
findings, by clear and convincing evidence, that the
circumstances and behavior of the person, from the date of the
conviction the person is seeking to set aside to the date of the
hearing on the motion, do not warrant granting the motion due to
the circumstances and behavior creating a risk to public safety.
When determining whether the person’s circumstances and
behavior create a risk to public safety, the court may only
consider criminal behavior, or violations of regulatory law or
administrative rule enforced by civil penalty or other
administrative sanction that relate to the character of the
conviction sought to be set aside. 

By Statute

And by case law

1

2

"the legislature chose a policy in
favor of setting aside the
convictions of qualified applicants
rather than leaving the decision to
judicial discretion."” State v.
Singleton, 317 Or. App. 49, 51 (Or.
Ct. App. 2022)



Partial Set Asides
 “ third-degree assault and recklessly endangering another
person are not "traffic offenses" 
State v. Pohle, 317 Or. App. 76, 88 (Or. Ct. App. 2022)

3

Driving Cases 

Shout out to Shawn Kollie for Making this Clear



Fines in
other cases
not
prohibitive

“In sum, under Langan , the trial court erred in
relying on defendant's failure to pay his fines
in unrelated cases as behavior allowing for the
denial of his motion” 
State v. Kindred, 314 Or. App. 280, 289 (Or. Ct.
App. 2021)

“The court may not consider non-
punitive civil liability, monetary
obligations and motor vehicle
violations.” ORS § 137.225



Civilian
Background
Check
Companies They must comply

What is their timeline?

Provide orders to expedite?

1

3

2



Copy a sticky
note, then type in

your idea.

Easy to
Miss Tips

and Tricks

 

Marijuana within 1000 feet of a school is usually Eligible
What is level of the conduct today?

Sex Crimes can be Eligible: ORS 163A.140
Five Years and otherwise consensual.
Sex Abuse 2 added 
Rape3, Sex Abuse 3, Contributing to the Sexual Delinquency 3, Sodomy 3, Sexual Misconduct 3.
Must first get Relief from Registration.

Child and Elder Victims

Criminal Mistreatment 1 and 2 when over 65 or when constitutes Child Abuse
As defined in ORS 419B.005.
Was the indictment or judgment clear about age or child abuse? 

Endangering the welfare of a minor 
under ORS 163.575(1)(a), when the offense constitutes child abuse as defined in ORS 419B.005
(Definitions).
….. Induces, causes or permits an unmarried person under 18 years of age to witness an act of sexual
conduct or sadomasochistic abuse as defined in ORS 167.060
And then only when the offense constitutes child abuse, by definition.

KEEP
GOING

KEEP
GOING



ORS 137.225 and
its Five Required
Data Points 

Why More is Better

Where to Find the Data Needed 
to Create a Thorough and 
Accurate Set Aside Order



(b) The court shall... enter an appropriate
order containing the original arrest or citation
charge, the conviction charge, if applicable
and different from the original, the date of
charge, the submitting agency and the
disposition of the charge. 

Original Arrest or Citation Charge

Conviction Charge

Date of Charge

Submitting Agency

1

3

2

4

55 Disposition of the Charge

This is what the statute requires:



But it's not nearly enough - 
and by the time we realize it, 

it's a nightmare trying to 
fix the problem.

 
Let's get into why it's not 

enough, what is enough, and 
how to include what's needed, 

by looking at what we call 
"Criminal Records Soup".



Criminal Records Soup:
The Simple Set Aside

Sometimes, a criminal case is as straightforward as this:

Arrested and 
Fingerprinted Arraigned Convicted Jail and/or Probation

No subsequent violations
Minimal Agencies Involved
One Fingerprinting Date



And other times, it looks more like this:

Multiple Agencies Involved

Numerous Subsequent Violations

Multiple Fingerprinting Dates

Multiple cases during the same time period

Criminal Records Soup:
The Not-so-Simple Set Aside

Cited
Fingerprinted

Arrest 
Warrant
Served

Arrest 
Warrant
Served

Arrest 
Warrant
Served

Probation
Violated

Probation
Violated

Release 
Agreement

Violated

Arraigned

Indicted

Convicted

Imprisoned

Parole 
Violated

Fingerprinted

FingerprintedFingerprinted

Fingerprinted Fingerprinted

FTA'ed
FTA'ed

FTA'ed

FTA'ed

Arrest 
Warrant
Served



In OECI, the list of case events in a simple case 
is usually a lot shorter than the list of the 

case events in a not-so-simple case.



Meet Jack. 

His case events were on the not-so-simple side.

Jack went through some 
rough times, many years ago.

 
Now he wants to clean up his criminal

record and make a new start.
 

That's where you come in.



Jack was arrested by the Eugene Police 
Department for Delivering a 

Controlled Substance and Possessing 
a Controlled Substance.

He was transported to the Lane County Jail, 
where he was fingerprinted for those charges before he was

released. The fingerprints were sent to the Oregon State Police
and a criminal record was established.

He was indicted for Possessing a Controlled 
Substance in Lane County Circuit Court.

He skipped his arraignment and a 
statewide arrest warrant was issued.

The arrest warrant was served by the Marion County 
Sheriff's Office when Jack was arrested for new charges, 

and he was lodged in the Marion County Jail, where he was 
fingerprinted for the new charges and for the Possessing 

a Controlled Substance charge listed on the warrant.

He was transported to the Lane County Jail and 
then back to court, where he was arraigned on the 

charge of Possessing a Controlled Substance.

After two more arrest warrants were issued, and after the warrants were served 
and fingerprints taken by the Springfield Police Department and the 

Lane County Sheriff's Office, Jack was eventually convicted of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance. He was ordered to report to jail, 

where he was fingerprinted again.

Here's a bit of Jack's history.

Jack violated the terms of his probation three times. 
His probation sentence was eventually revoked, 

and he was sentenced to 12 months 
prison time at Coffee Creek Correctional Facility.

Jack went to prison.
He was fingerprinted when his sentence began.

He served out his prison sentence. 
 

He was released on Post-Prison Supervision 
and he reported once more to the 

Lane County Parole and Probation Department, 
and he completed PPS with no violations.

You don't need to absorb all this.



Now Jack wants to clean up his criminal record. 

 How many submitting agencies were involved in his case?
At least eight.

 
How many cycles on Jack's criminal history are part of this case?

At least five.

You don't need to draft Jack's set aside filings, but you need to make sure 
your filings for your own clients include all of the above information, and more.

Where is all this information found?



Data Sources

Where you find your data point 
information is what determines the accuracy of
your filings.

Let's talk about Initial Background Checks,
because it's essential to know what's on
the criminal history report before you file.



On the next four slides, a copy of the criminal record 
as provided by the FBI is on the left side of the screen. 

 
A copy as provided by the Oregon State Police 

is on the right side.

Which is Better – An “Open Records Check” 
from the Oregon State Police, 

or an “Identity Summary History Report” 
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation?



The differences between the two types of reports 
might be as "slight" as a missing charge. 

FBI OSP



Or, entire cycles might be missing.

OSPFBI



OSPFBI



Or, the difference might be the entire record.

OSPFBI



The differences between a background check 
provided by the Oregon State Police and a background

check provided by the FBI can be significant.

OSP

FBI



An OSP Open Records Background Check Report will show: 
 

- Convictions, if the convictions are already on the CCH.
- Open arrests from within the last year.

 
An OSP Open Records Background Check Report will not show: 

 
- "Open" arrests outside of the previous year. An open arrest cycle is one in which the arrest event has been entered

onto the criminal history but the disposition event has not.
- "Open" charges from any arrest outside of the previous year. For any cycle in which there are more arrest charges

than disposed charges, the "open" arrest charges are redacted.
- Non-conviction dispositions. Any charge that has a disposition other than "Convicted" is redacted.

An FBI Criminal Identity Summary Check Report will show: 
 

All records that have been indexed into the FBI's Interstate Identification Index (III) Database.
 

         This means that the FBI's "indexed record" is included in the Summary Report response, 
as well as all criminal history reports referenced in the index.

 
So if someone has a criminal record in more than one state, you'll receive copies of their 

criminal records in each state where records were indexed in the FBI's III database.
 

An FBI Criminal Identity Summary Check Report will not show: 
"Wants and Warrants" entered into other databases, such as the NCIC or NICS databases.

FBI Identity History Summary Reports are the clear choice.



Original Arrest or
Citation Charge

Data Point #1:
Original Arrest
or Citation
Charge 

Best Source: a combination of the criminal history report and/or the original citation. 

Do not rely on OECI exclusively when determining what the original arrest/citation charges were - one of the
biggest mistakes made by attorneys and the Courts is using OECI as the sole source of data for original charges.
The only reliable source of this information is a combination of the criminal history report and/or the original
citation. 



Conviction
Charge

Data Point #2:
Conviction
Charge 

For cases that pre-date Odyssey and for municipal/justice court cases, the
criminal history as provided by the FBI may be used.

Best Source: OECI



Incident Date(s)

Arraignment Date(s)

Conviction Date(s)

Data Point #3:
Date of Charge 

Less is not more. 

One county is not like
another.

We break down the
Date of Charge into
four separate dates.

Fingerprinting Date(s)

Best Source: DA's Information, Court-Accepted PC Statement, OECI
Case Register, Criminal History Report as provided by the FBI.

Best Source: Criminal History Report as provided by the FBI, used
alongside OECI case register.

Best Source: OECI Case Register.

Best Source: OECI Case Register, Judgment of Conviction.



Data Point #4:
Submitting Agency 
It's often not just one agency, but
multiple agencies.

It's not found using the criminal
history report alone.

And Submitting Agencies won't
receive a copy of the set aside
order unless the Court knows to
include them.

Submitting 
Agency

Arresting/
Citing 
Agency

Printing
Agency

Warrant 
Service 
Agency

Supervisory
Agency

Best Source: Criminal History as provided by the FBI, DA's Information,
Indictment, OECI Case Register of Events, Warrant Service records

All these agencies have
records pertaining to the
case, and all records must
be sealed when the case is

set aside.

PAWS



Disposition of the
Charge

Data Point #5:
Disposition of
the Charge 

Best Source: OECI case register, combined with criminal history report.

The disposition tells the story - the more
information given in the order, the more accurate

the set aside order will be.

Warrant Service Events
Violation of Release Agreement Events
Probation/Parole Violation Events
Prison Intake Events

The Disposition is more than just 
"Convicted" or "Dismissed" - it is also:



FPN

Data Point #6:
Fingerprint Control
Number 

Best Source: Criminal history report as provided by the FBI. 
If there's no FPN listed on the report, the arrest cycle predated the existence of FPNs.

A Fingerprint Control Number is OSP’s Gold
Standard of information – the “mailing
address” of nearly every record in their

repository. It uniquely identifies not only an
individual, but a specific event on that

individual’s criminal history.

Let's send a letter to a colleague.

Take an ordinary mailing envelope and fill in your colleague’s
mailing address information in the following order:
Country – you’ve just narrowed the list of possible recipients
down to one specific country.
State– you’ve narrowed the list of potential recipients down to
a specific state within that country.
City and Zip Code – you’ve narrowed the list of potential
recipients down to a generalized geographical area within a
city, within a state, within a country.
Street address – you’ve narrowed the recipient down to a
specific street address within a city, a state, and a country.
Name – you’ve now included all pieces of information
necessary to deliver that envelope to your colleague, out of all
potential recipients in the world.

Try it Out Another Way:



So, the Relevant Data that was
once submitted like this:

1

Original arrest or citation charge: Possession of a Controlled Substance
The conviction charge, if applicable and different from the original: Possession of a Controlled Substance
The date of charge: Arrest Date 8/10/2000
The submitting agency: Lane County Jail
The disposition of the charge: Convicted

Sources of Data:

- Oregon State Police Open Records Request Records Response
- OECI



Has Now Evolved Into This.

2

Charge(s) Information: 
Original Arrest/Citation Charge(s): Possession of a Controlled Substance, Delivery of a Controlled Substance, Manufacture of a Controlled
Substance
Arrest/Citation Charge(s) Not Filed: Delivery of a Controlled Substance
 
Disposition(s) Information: 
Convicted Charge(s): Possession of a Controlled Substance
Dismissed Charge(s): Manufacture of a Controlled Substance
Charge(s) Ineligible to be Set Aside: None
 
Date(s) Information: 
Incident Date(s): 08/09/2000
Arraignment Date(s): 08/11/2000
Conviction Date(s): 06/20/2001
Fingerprinting Date(s): 08/10/2000, 10/15/2000, 12/14/2000, 03/09/2001, 06/22/2001, 10/10/2001, 01/01/2002, 06/06/2003
 
Submitting Agency/Agencies Information: 
Submitting Agencies: Eugene Police Department, Lane County Sheriff's Office, Springfield Police Department, Oregon State Police - Salem
Area Command, Coffee Creek Correctional Facility, Linn County Sheriff's Office
  
Criminal History Fingerprint Control Number(s) Information: 
FPN/Event: 00000000, JSPFXXXXXXXXX, JLANXXXXXXXXX, JLANXXXXXXXXX, JEUGXXXXXXXXX, XXXXXXXX, ICFCXXXXXXXXX, JLINXXXXXXXXX

Sources of Data: 
- All of them.



Are you thinking, "OSP already has all the info it needs to process a set aside order, 
and I don't need to include anything I haven't already been including"?

An arrest cycle that was a warrant served on an earlier
arrest cycle isn't often reported as being warrant
service - it just looks like its own separate event.

Charges that a DA elects not to file aren't always reported to OSP as not being filed.

Think again - because many criminal histories look 
more like pieces of a puzzle than a completed puzzle.

Many criminal cases show up as multiple arrest
cycles on someone's criminal history report,

because fingerprints were transmitted to OSP
more than once - but the dispositions of those

arrest cycles were never reported.

Bottom Line - Do not assume that OSP has all the information they need to
process a set aside order in its entirety. They store the criminal information,
but the criminal information has to be sent to their storage facility first. 

Dispositions aren't always reported and entered
onto a criminal history.

Many cases don't have fingerprint-
supported records at all, because the

fingerprints were never transmitted to OSP.

Almost all law enforcement agencies 
fingerprint people for multiple cases in one arrest cycle.



Police 
Department

The best kind of set aside order is the one that 
includes data points from all available sources.

Department of
Corrections FBI/OSPP&PJail Sheriff's 

OfficeCourt DAOECI

It's easier for agencies to process an order that 
includes all this information.

By ensuring your set aside orders contain all of the information we've just talked about, you've
provided a solution to a lot of the problems stemming from an incomplete criminal history.



Remember those differences between an initial 
background check provided by OSP and a 

background check provided by the FBI?
 

They're important again when it's time to get a 
final background check done for your client, and 

for the same reasons - 
 

plus one more. 

Agency Compliance.



Ordering a final background check from the FBI will show 
you the complete Oregon record without redactions.

 
You won't have to wonder, "Did this order get 

processed by the State Police?" because the report 
will show you exactly what's been removed 

and what's still on the report.
 

And if the criminal history report contains any vestiges 
of the case that's been set aside, you can move forward 
knowing that your order contained everything needed 

to be processed completely and accurately.



Sometimes we miss things - and by the time we realize what we missed, the case has been sealed. 
 

There's no case left in Odyssey or OECI for us to file an amended order into - but the data that we
missed is still on the criminal history report.

We've got a few suggestions for situations just like this.

If the order included language about 
sealing the entire arrest record, 

- but it didn't list the charges that weren't
filed - try sending documentation to OSP. 

 
Documentation that demonstrates that 

the un-filed charges were part of the
incident that's already been set aside may
be all that's needed to get those charges 

off the criminal history record.

File a new motion to set
aside a new matter - just

leave the case 
number blank so the

Court can assign a civil
case number to the

matter.

File to unseal the
case - but only 
so you can file

for an amended
order.



What is once well done, is done forever.
 

- Henry David Thoreau
The reward for work well done 
is the opportunity to do more.

 
-Jonas Salk


